Automatically Archiving versus Default Deletion: What Snapchat Tells Us About Ephemeral Deletion in Design
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ABSTRACT
Unlike most social media, where automatic archiving of data is the default, Snapchat defaults to ephemeral deletion, deleting content shortly after it is viewed by a receiver. Interviews with 25 Snapchat users show that ephemeral deletion plays a crucial role in shaping their practices. Along with friend-adding features that facilitate a network of mostly close relations, default deletion affords everyday, mundane talk, reduces self-consciousness while encouraging playful interaction. Further, although receivers can save content through screenshots, senders are notified; this selective saving with notification supports complex information norms that preserve the feel of ephemeral communication while supporting the capture of meaningful content. This dance of giving and taking, sharing and deleting content shortly after it is viewed by a receiver.
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INTRODUCTION
With the ongoing rapid drops in price for storage, including cloud technologies, retaining data has never been so easy. In most online systems, permanent data retention is the default. Our chat log is saved on Facebook Messenger, and when we post pictures in Instagram, they will stay there “forever.” Besides its business value to the companies for modeling users’ interests, such automatic archiving has useful features for users, supporting coordination, collaboration, reminiscing, and life-logging [5, 8, 23, 38].

Automatic archiving also creates challenges. In particular, there are tensions between self-presentation and archiving, in part because systems might “exhibit” data in unintended ways [19]. Such older data can cause conflicts with the presentation of the current self and lead to serious issues and active work to remove data from the archive [43]. Studies of digital possessions also found that users need to actively decide what data to preserve and dispose of in order to maintain a meaningful collection of digital artifacts [29, 35]. Overall, automatic archiving requires active self-management about which data should be persistent.

Ephemerality as an Alternative to Permanence
Recent academic scholarship has used these challenges to call attention to the opposite of persistence: ephemerality. Bannon calls out forgetting as an important human activity and ability, arguing that HCI and ubiquitous computing researchers should think about when forgetting in systems is “a feature, not a bug” [1]. Mayer-Schönberger further argues that persistence of data without users’ control can lead to serious personal consequences, both in terms of others’ perceptions and their own ability to remember the past in ways that support their evolving personal and social needs [26].

Thus, a design alternative to automatic archiving arises: default deletion. Mayer-Schönberger proposed to let users set an expiration date for digital information [26], while Bannon proposed the notion of self-destructing data [1]—an idea realized in Chi et al.’s prototype “burning your memory away: a matchstick-like video recording and storage device that burns itself away after being used” [6]. Here, rather than protecting future selves’ identity, the idea is that scarcity has value: less available objects are more special [6, 7]. That prototype was never implemented,
and theoretical whom. Taken together, these findings suggest both saving with notification screenshots saving. and more “be
presentation potentially embarrassing content. This, in turn, this by preventing the accumulation of meaningless and limited access to past digital content and showed that in family life contexts such scarcity was seen as valuable [29].

These ideas have also percolated into industry, with tools like Snapchat, Wickr, and iDelete making data ephemeral through default deletion. Among these, Snapchat has grown quickly among younger users, and as of August 2014, is the third most popular social medium behind Facebook and Instagram [36]. The adoption of these systems suggests that people find real value in ephemeral communication.

In this study we explore this value, and how the affordance of default deletion supports it, by interviewing Snapchat users about their practices and goals in using the system. Their responses indicate much of the value of the system comes from its support of mundane, everyday conversation among close friends; ephemerality plays an integral role in this by preventing the accumulation of meaningless and potentially embarrassing content. This, in turn, affects self-presentation. With fears of inadvertent distribution reduced, behavior on Snapchat has less front-stage self-censorship and more “be-yourself” back-stage performance [14]: being fun, funny, informal, and interesting are key values that ephemerality affords. Still, sometimes both performances and particular mundane-but-meaningful moments are worth saving. People who receive content can capture it with screenshots, circumventing default deletion—but the system notifies senders when this happens. This selective saving with notification leads to a complex set of norms around what should be captured and shared, by and to whom. Taken together, these findings suggest both theoretical lenses for how ephemerality affects interaction and ideas for system designs that use it as a feature.

THE DESIGN OF SNAPCHAT
To ground the discussion, we start with a brief overview of the Snapchat interface as of March 2015, focusing on elements that interview participants commonly mentioned.

Snapchat is a mobile application that can only be used on iOS and Android phones; there is no web or desktop version. Its core feature allows users to send pictures to other Snapchat users that they have added as friends. Users can only add friends by entering their Snapchat username or by searching through their mobile phone contacts for other Snapchat users. This design limits people’s ability to add acquaintances, leading in general to smaller networks of closer friends than most other social media.

Sending Snaps and Stories
When a user wants to send a picture to a friend (a snap), they use their phone camera to take a picture from inside the app: pictures stored in the phone can’t be sent as a snap1. Senders then choose a receiver, and can optionally customize the snap by adding a brief caption or drawing on it (Figure 1a). They can also set the lifespan of a snap, how long the receiver has after opening it before the picture is automatically deleted, to between 1 and 10 seconds; the default is 10. Senders can also send a short video instead of a picture, although this is less common.

In addition to snaps sent to individuals, Snapchat also provides a Story function that allows users to send snaps to their whole network. Story snaps last for 24 hours—similar to the default expirations proposed by Mayer-Schönberger [26]—and any friend of the user can view the snap during

1 Another interface named Chat allows users to send pictures saved in their phones, but it cannot be done in the Snap interface.
that time period. Stories, and notifications of Stories, live in a separate part of the app from person-to-person snaps.

Snapchat has other, less commonly used features, including Chat, Video Chat, Snapcash, Discover, and Our Story. Chat provides text messaging, but conversations disappear after users leave the chat. Video Chat allows users to video chat simultaneously. Snapcash permits users to send money to each other. Discover is similar to Stories, except that they are from news and entertainment companies like CNN; Our Story allows people to post snaps for location-based Stories that Snapchat curates.

**Receivers, Ephemeralty, Deletion, and Selective Saving**

Receivers are notified when they receive a snap individually or when someone posts a snap to a Story they follow. To see the snap, the receiver must press the notification icon and hold the screen for the duration of the snap (Figure 1c). After the sender-set time expires, the snap is deleted from the receiver’s view and cannot be retrieved, much as in the burn your memory away idea [6].

However, this ephemerality is not absolute. Mobile phones can take screenshots, and although in Snapchat this is not easy because receivers must also hold the screen, it is possible (Figure 1d). In addition to being physically awkward, it can be socially awkward, because Snapchat detects the screenshot and notifies the sender (Figure 1e).

Summarizing the overview of the Snapchat interface, we see its ephemerality as strongly emphasizing the affordance of default deletion, while screenshots afford selective saving with notification. These affordances are quite different than other media, where persistence [5, 38] and permanence [39] typically afford recordability, reviewability, and replicability [8]. Thus, we would expect practices in Snapchat to be quite different than in other social media, and in fact a recent study identified one key difference of Snapchat is to allow people to “share the moments” with close relationships [2]. Our goal is to understand why and how this occurs, focusing on these affordances around deletion and selective saving.

**METHOD**

Snapchat’s ephemerality makes it difficult to collect actual message content; further, analyzing the content itself would give limited insight into users’ perceptions of Snapchat affordances, their motivations for using Snapchat, and their subjective experiences with it. Thus, we chose to conduct a series of semi-structured interviews about people’s Snapchat use and motivations.

**Participants**

Participants were recruited from a large east coast U.S. university in Spring 2015. We chose college students because they are the most frequent Snapchat users. Participants were recruited through an online research recruiting system, and received either 2 experimental participation credits or $10 as compensation for their time. We recruited 25 Snapchat users, 8 male and 17 female, all aged 18-24, 60% Caucasian, 16% Asian, 12% South or Central American, 8% European, and 4% African-American.

**Data Analysis**

Through a number of pilot interviews, we developed an interview guide that asked participants general questions about their Snapchat use, characteristics of their contacts on Snapchat, communication content and goals in Snapchat, comparisons of Snapchat to other tools and social media, and reflections on why and how they use Snapchat.

Interviews lasted from 28–54 minutes ($M=42:31, SD=7:01$). They were audio-recorded, transcribed verbatim, and edited to remove identifiers and other references that may identify the participants and/or anyone they mentioned during the interview. Each transcript was then numbered, and quotes are reported as (Pn) in the sections below.

After reading the transcripts multiple times to become acquainted with the data, transcripts were imported into the Dedoose qualitative data analysis tool and divided into meaningful units. Two of the authors then did a close reading of the transcripts while writing memos and identifying key themes, as a part of an open-coding process [35] in which we coded distinct concepts and categories in the data. The two authors met several times to discuss and reconcile these codes.

After open-coding, the two authors did axial coding where they examined relationships between key themes, to help refine categories as well as ensure a close association between participants’ responses and emerging analyses. This axial coding process allowed us to organize and re-organize the codes based on the relationship between the codes and themes that connected them; in this process, we also drew on existing theories to inform the organization and interpretation of the themes. Lastly, we did selective coding [7, 35] to illuminate themes and organize the results.

**PRACTICES AROUND EPHMERALITY IN SNAPCHAT**

Four main themes emerged that were both connected to ephemerality and frequently mentioned by participants: the presence of more intimate networks; the prevalence of mundane communication with those close contacts; the reduction in self-consciousness in such communication; and the negotiation around saving what is normally ephemeral content. We discuss each in turn.

---

2 Once the final codebook was set, two authors independently coded a random subsample of the interviews to determine interrater reliability. Cohen’s kappa on the sample was .806
Smaller, More Intimate Networks
Perhaps because people must have a screen name or phone number of another Snapchat user in order to be able to add this person as their contact, Snapchat contacts are closer on average than they are in most other media [2]: “Facebook is a lot more acquaintances. Mostly people in my sorority that I’m not trying to be friends with, I think...Snapchat is more close friends and romantic interests. (P10)”. Snapchat contact networks are also much smaller in size: “I only have 50 friends on Snapchat but on Facebook I have over 1,100 “friends,” acquaintances... I use that as more of a networking site. (P1)” These differences help shape the way participants saw Snapchat versus other channels:

E-mails are for professors. E-mails are for presidents, vice presidents, or an e-board member that I do need to reach out to. E-mails are for a kid in the library or something. Text messages are for my family or my best friend who I can always reach out to. Text messages or calls you expect them to get back to you within hours, you know?...Snapchat is definitely for just my age group, especially ones who are close to me and who know me very well. Facebook is just for everyone else. (P16)

Overall, participants use Snapchat for interacting with a select group of people, those with whom they are closely connected. As the above quote suggests, Snapchat is not the only way close relations connect, but is common: participants considered Snapchat as one of their most frequently used social applications on their mobile phones, along with Facebook, messaging tools like GroupMe and other social media like Instagram.

Everyday Talk with Close Relationships
Compared to those tools, participants described Snapchat as particularly well-suited for everyday talk. The idea of everyday talk is closely related to “the mundane, everyday interaction between two partners” that constitutes a majority of offline conversations in daily life [9, 16]. Such talk takes many forms, but can be broadly classified into supragenes of superficial talk, informal talk, task talk, and deep talk [9, 40]. Participants described using Snapchat primarily for superficial and informal types of talk, types of talk that are associated with close relationships [16, 40].

Superficial talk refers to conversation focused on the discussion of topics of limited depth with the purpose of passing time. Examples of superficial talk include topics like current events, the weather, or a kind of talk to avoid being rude. Superficial talk on Snapchat can be a catalyst for initiating and maintaining connections:

[Snapchat interactions mostly are] just one or two snaps back and forth, you see their face, you exchange a laugh even though it’s not like personally ... A little with just keeping connected but like I said before it’s I think it’s kind of on superficial level. (P11)

Informal talk refers to conversation devoted to topics such as catching up on daily events, joking, and other light conversations between friends. Informal talk is also common in Snapchat: “I don’t know. I feel like texting is a bit more formal, where Snapchat ... is a lot less formal like, "Oh, I sent you this." (P17)”

Participants were much less likely to use Snapchat for kinds of talk that require more intense coordination or communication. Task talk refers to conversation regarding decision-making and instructions for accomplishing a task. Such talk occurs less on Snapchat than on text-messaging platforms like iMessage or GroupMe:

I don’t plan through Snapchat. I definitely do more plans through text, or GroupMe. Or, if I have a funny comment to say, I’ll post it to the group. Mostly plans. (P18)

Deep talk refers to conversations involving sharing problems, complaining, and having serious conversations about personal and important topics. Participants highlight the lack of deep talk on Snapchat and explain that most deep talk occurs in other systems like SMS: “If something was actually wrong, someone would like, you would text someone about it versus snap chatting them about it. (P6)”

Deletion Makes Space for the Mundane
One reason for the prevalence of everyday, informal communication in Snapchat is that default deletion supports sharing mundane things. Knowing that content will disappear quickly gives people the license to share more than they would in a more ‘permanent’ medium:

If I really think I look good on that day, I will send it to everyone. Snapchat is only five seconds long and I feel it’s more acceptable than Facebook. (P16)

Default deletion also matches well with the idea that not all digital possessions are equally worth saving [22, 24, 25, 30]. Some preserved digital objects are valuable for triggering reminiscence [22, 24], but in daily family life, digital objects are perceived as less salient [25]. This may be because much digital content has its primary value in the moment:

I won’t look back at someone’s old photos. I don’t do that frequently. I’m just interested in the moment and I don’t care about it after I see it, so Facebook, I’m not going to look back on someone’s old photos. A Snap story will go away. I don’t really want to see it again. In a week from now I don’t really care what someone did last weekend, but in the moment it’s nice to see what they’re doing. (P23)

Automatic archiving takes up both device and mental resources [29]. People don’t want to accumulate meaningless content in their digital collection, making Snapchat more appropriate than more permanent media for this sort of everyday talk: “I wouldn’t want all those
random pictures or messages taking memory space...it’s a little overwhelming sometimes I guess. (P22)

It is also considered inappropriate to fill others’ digital collections with less meaningful artifacts; Snapchat helps here because “Snapchats only last for around ten seconds and then you can choose. If you found something really funny, you can choose to screenshot it and save it but for a Facebook post or a message, it lasts forever pretty much. It’s always on the list of all the posts so it just can get a little overwhelming with the long long list of posts. (P22)"

Few Affordances for the Meaningful
Default deletion also acts as a constraint to discourage more involved communication. It restricts archiving, which supports reference and grounding activities that are important to task talk and deep talk:

I feel like, if I’m going to have like, a real conversation over text with someone, or like a more, a relatively more serious conversation or like, even organize or plan something. I’d rather do it over text, just because like, it’s there to like, look back at. Or reference. (P06)

Other Snapchat affordances also work against task and deep talk. Pictures are not seen as well-suited for the longer conversations that can accompany these kinds of talk: “I usually won’t have a long conversation through pictures. (P23)”, and in the text accompanying pictures people “only have space of one line to talk (P11)“.

Mundaneness Supports Relationship Maintenance
The relative prevalence of mundane talk points to the kinds of communication functions Snapchat supports best. In particular, mundane talk is important for maintaining close relationships because it helps to create a feeling of interactional co-presence [9, 16], even when partners are not physically co-present [33]. This type of talk enables people to implicitly participate in one another’s lives and keep relational continuity [9]. The very occurrence of such talk, not only its content, can create a sense of connection and closeness, which can lead to deeper interpersonal relationships [36, 37]. Participants described using Snapchat for these connection functions:

To inform others who you’re with, where you are. To share information. To make someone laugh. Reconnect with somebody. It’s easy for long distance to keep in touch with my friends from other schools, to keep them updated with what’s going on without me having to take a lot of time out of my and explain what’s new. (P23)

The point about laughing is also important, as participants often described wanting to share fun, humor, or creativity, to make people laugh and “smile throughout the day (P03)“. Sharing enjoyable content has value for both self and others, especially in close relationship contexts [13]. In Snapchat, mundane content like a funny face becomes a powerful vehicle to deliver these positive emotions.

We have a thing where we send each other really really ugly faces and we’ll do it a couple of minutes at a time, send each other time photos. That’s really fun. (P08)

Through sharing mundane content and funny everyday moments, these conversations support relational continuity, acting as “symbolic forces for creating, sustaining, and manifesting relationships” [9]. Ephemeral’s support of mundane interaction and the friend adding interface that encourages people to articulate mainly close relationships work together to meet user goals of relationship maintenance:

Snapchat is more like a convenient easy way to tell your really good friends what you’re doing right now, quickly, easy, because they’re your friends you care about it. (P14)

Performance with Less Self-consciousness
Sending ugly faces is an example of a more general theme that emerged, that Snapchat allows people to “let [their] guard down (P02)”. Concerns over self-presentation were less salient than in other communication tools:

There are definitely things on Snapchat that people will video or take a picture of me that I wouldn’t want on Instagram or Facebook. ... Especially Facebook, I want to take cute photos to make them think that I’m somewhat put together... (P10)

We use Goffman’s dramaturgical “front stage/back stage” metaphor [15] and Hogan’s exhibition metaphor [19], which have been used to conceptualize self-presentation and image management in social media [42, 43], to better understand the relationship between affordances of Snapchat and users’ goals.

Letting Guard Down with Familiar Audiences
Goffman conceptualizes self-presentation as a “front stage” performance for audiences where people selectively present themselves based on social norms, expectations, and audience preferences. In contrast, the “back stage” refers to a behavioral setting in which people rehearse what goes on a front stage and are comfortable lowering their guard. Developed for face-to-face interactions, the metaphor has been applied in social media with friends and followers playing the role of audience [3].

One factor that influences participants’ lowered concern of self-presentation on Snapchat is the composition of a network. As discussed earlier, audiences in Snapchat are typically people they know well and who are specifically targeted for particular snaps: “I feel a lot of self-presentation on Snapchat is like it’s not as much a priority when you’re just sending individual snaps to people just because the people I usually send to are people I’m really
comfortable with talking to and also the stuff I send is going to be gone after a while. (P8)" In other media, audiences are much broader, leading to self-presentation concerns:

Yeah, there’s definitely things you put on Snapchat ...and you might be a little drunk or something or just you wouldn’t want that to be on Facebook for employers and family members. (P2)

Ephemeralite Mitigates Long-term Exhibition Concerns

Ephemerality also plays a key role in people’s self-presentation, as indicated by P8’s comment above that sent stuff disappears. The typical social media affordance of automatic archiving means that communication content, such as posting a status on Facebook, uploading a picture on Instagram, or writing a tweet on Twitter, will leave records in the system unless users intentionally delete them. Hogan distinguishes between ephemeral act and recorded act, and argues that digital traces also have presentation functions [19]. He uses an exhibition metaphor to make an ontological distinction: a performance in a strict sense is a real-time synchronous presentation of behaviors, while an exhibition is an asynchronous presentation of digital artifacts. The metaphor highlights that that system is usually in charge of the presentation situation, which incites fear of permanent display that leads to self-censorship at the performance phase [43]:

Comparing it to Snapchat, I would say you need to be much more careful about how you use Facebook messenger than Snapchat, because, like, [on] Facebook stories, you can scroll through the log with everyone you ever talked to on Facebook, and look what was said. (P7)

If we strictly abide by Hogan’s definition of exhibition, all asynchronous viewing practices, including Snapchat, would be considered “exhibitions”. However, several aspects of the design and use of Snapchat lead these exhibitions to be read as performances. First, even though the snap is viewed later, it is situated in sender’s present status: “[Snapchat is just like I’m here right now, it’s I’m doing this right now. (P14)” We argue that this is in part because pictures must be captured through the Snapchat interface and thus reflect current, situated activities [2], and in part because although people do view the snap asynchronously, the delay is often short because people tend to attend to snaps quickly: “I check [Snapchat] periodically throughout the day ...when I receive a snap chat, and then I’ll send one back (P18)“.

Second, default deletion makes Snapchat unlike most social media systems where users’ content persists and other users might access it or the system might re-present it. Instead, the user has control of the display duration of the exhibition; the system enforces the user’s decisions. This combination of short-term display and enhanced control is another factor that reduces self-consciousness:

If it’s for let’s a boy you like, you don’t want to send just a picture [through text messaging], because he’s gonna have it and he’s like oh, girl, if I look at it for a longer time, she doesn’t look that—whatever, you know, but if it’s Snapchat, you can even put like oh three seconds only and then they’re oh and it’s already gone. (P14)

In this sense, the affordance of ephemerality makes Snapchat communication more similar to an ephemeral rather than a recorded act, and this expands people’s range of potential performances. People described being at liberty to do things they might do in other situations, even face to face—“When I’m Snapchatting my friends I would just make silly faces and break out of my own shell. Outside of my comfort zone. Whereas when I go out in regular clothes, interacting with regular people, I would keep it together (P16).”—and even at their own expense, such as the “ugly faces” mentioned earlier. This level of freedom provides additional support for the kinds of everyday talk and relationally oriented communication described earlier.

At a theoretical level, Snapchat helps illuminate the boundary between performance and exhibition. The nature and duration of the content, along with the locus of control over presentation and audience, all help in shaping people’s understanding and use of communication tools.

To Screenshot or not to Screenshot: Selective Saving

So far we have focused on the ephemerality that is built into Snapchat by the default deletion affordance and how it influences people to enact mundane communication while lowering concerns of self-presentation. However, the potential for screenshotting in Snapchat clearly violates the promise of ephemeral and the sender’s control over the interaction. Why, then, do people still largely behave as if the data were truly ephemeral?

One answer is that, because people recognize the value of the ephemeral and practices that we have described, the default norm is to not screenshot: “Snapchat is to send things that get deleted, disappear after five, eight seconds. If you screenshot it then you defeat the purpose of it. (P24)” However, this norm is not absolute:

If [the snap] is of some funny contents I took a snap of a funny poster, that’s completely fine, or if it’s something else that’s funny or something’s name, there’s nothing they can do with that to cause any kind of harm or anything bad to the sender but as soon as it involves any kind of information that you wouldn’t want someone else to have saved, then it’s bad. ...And then it also depends who does the screenshot. If it’s one of your best friends and snapshots one of that, you’re not really worried. But then if it’s someone random, that’s—by random I mean a friend that you’re close with but not that close with, it doesn’t, or someone that you’re not even that friendly with, it doesn’t make sense for them to Snapchat something personal to the sender. So then it’s,
it would mostly require you to text them like yo, why’d you—you’ll delete that, or why’d you snapshot that? Why’d you snapshot that? (P12)

In this section, we unpack this norm, and the exceptions to it, through the lens of Nissenbaum’s framework of contextual integrity [27]. Nissenbaum posits that norms are highly context-specific and that individuals move in and out of distinct contexts that pose different norms for information sharing. “Distribution,” which refers to the movement or transfer of information between parties, is a key concern of these norms, influenced by three main forces: “actors (subject, sender, recipient), attributes (types of information), and transmission principles (constraints under which information flows) [28].”

Ephemerality Drives the Default Norm: Don’t

The default deletion affordance leads to a key transmission principle that drives the no-screenshots norm: snaps are meant to be temporarily seen but not saved, in part because of the risk of distribution to third parties: “If someone takes a Snapshot of my photo, then I can guess...that they’ll most likely show it to someone else. (P23)”

When this norm is violated and the receiver saves the information without the sender wanting them to, this violates the transmission principle. In response, participants often reported confronting the violator, which is also in line with the contextual integrity framework [27].

I would confront the person, either text them or in person, just in a mature way say, ‘It’s really important to me that you delete that photo,’ and hope that they delete it. (P23)

However, ephemerality is not the only factor defining the context in terms of privacy management in Snapchat; in many cases screenshoting is allowed or even expected.

Screenshots are for Closer Friends

The main actors around screenshoting norms are senders and recipients, and the nature of their relationship helps determine whether the no-screenshooting norm applies. Participants reported that for the same snap, it would be okay for some contacts to take a screenshot but not others. Relationship closeness was the main criterion, because although on average Snapchat friends are close, not all of them are: “I wouldn’t screenshot if it was someone I was not close with. That’s reserved for close friends (P10).”

Other actors’ factors, such as the gender of the sender and receiver, could also affect these norms:

I would never screenshot something a boy sent me. That’s weird, they’re going to think I’m weird because I screenshotted it. (P10, Female)

Selective Saving is for Meaningful, Appropriate Content

Participants also reported that content attributes influenced norms around screenshoting. In general, saving mundane content was inappropriate, even for close friends: “If they’re boring, just saying ‘hello,’ then I wouldn’t have any use for screenshotting that. (P15).” Instead, saved content should be “out of the ordinary. Not just a picture of someone’s face and hello. Either like a funny message or a cool picture... Something that you want to look at in the future (P15).”

Thus, content with archival value was more likely to be fair game. This might include fun or creative content: “I would [screenshot] a personal message if I thought it was funny, assuming that it’s not super personal (P1)”, or content that needed to be remembered later: “if there’s some information that probably should have been sent as an iMessage like a location or something then I would screenshot it just to remember it. (P22).”

Archival Value Versus Respecting Others’ Rights

Overall, these norms around screenshotting are generally aimed at balancing the value of saving with the potential for harm to the sender. When the potential for harm is high, as with personally revealing content, the norm is clearly not to share: “If anyone sent me anything of them naked or something, I would never [screenshot] (P2).”

Otherwise, as with P1 above, people weighed the value of the content with the concerns of the sender: “another case is when someone sends ... something you’d want to have at a later date, but not necessarily something that was unflattering to the person that was sending it, or anyone else. (P7).” The fact that information could, in principle, be transmitted was in the back of people’s minds:

I feel like a lot of people will do that. Like send gross pictures because it’s funny which I wouldn’t do otherwise. So I guess that’s kind of fun and you can send whatever. But you can also screenshot it so it’s not that reassuring that they go away. (P25)

Granular Alignment of Affordances with Norms

Still, Snapchat users walk this line and usually succeed. We believe this is because the affordances of Snapchat—default deletion and selective saving with notification—help people negotiate these values more seamlessly than in most systems.

For example, Hull et al. [20] applied the contextual integrity framework to analyze how Facebook’s interface and access control features lead to privacy management issues. There, violations of norms happen most often in joint contexts, such as when a user shares a photo that also

---

3 We did not see evidence supporting media critiques about Snapchat encouraging activities like sexting. Participants did not report any sexting in their use and stated that no-sexting is a norm for appropriate use of Snapchat, consistent with findings from a recent survey [34] and recent media reports.
has her friends in it. In this case, privacy concerns are not just with the person who shared the photo, but also with her friends, especially if they have been tagged by the photo owner. From the perspective of contextual integrity, distribution norms indicate that it is generally acceptable to share photos of one’s social life with one’s friends. However, tagging her friends and putting the photo on her newsfeed results in much wider revealing of information than the friends may expect. The problem is that although this could be perceived as a violation of expectancy, it is not clearly a violation of the norm of the system [20]—and this is hard to disentangle in a system like Facebook with design goals around sharing in social networks.

These kinds of situations can arise in Snapchat as well: photos may contain third parties—and, in fact, the distribution norms of Snapchat suggest these sometimes should be shared if those third parties would get value out of it: “I think that's okay, in a basis that the person who screenshots that is showing the third person in order to prove something good about this person (P16)”. But the norms that arise from default deletion mean that information about third parties disappears quickly unless there are real reasons to keep the photos and keeping them is unlikely to harm others.

These norms, combined with the directedness of snaps and the smaller networks in Snapchat versus Facebook, make the affordances and effects of information sharing much more transparent in Snapchat than Facebook. Ephemerality defines the default information flow, where sharing does not imply co-ownership, with the default of not to screenshot. If a receiver assumes ownership, which opens a possibility of transmitting it to others, the original owner is notified. In this sense, sharing and information flows are similar to face-to-face because of shared awareness around shared content: everyone knows who knows what. This translucence around ownership and transmission rules [10], plus its relatively direct mapping to the way people negotiate sharing information in face-to-face settings, helps explain why many people have adopted Snapchat to have frequent informal but personal communication with friends they have offline.

Summary and Limitations
In this section, we presented our findings on communicative practices in Snapchat and how they are influenced by ephemerality: the co-existence of default deletion by the system and intentional archiving by users shapes social interaction, affecting users’ motivation, self-consciousness, and privacy management behavior. Snapchat’s ephemerality is perceived as less effective for formal conversations, so participants tend to share everyday, mundane talk for maintaining relationships. Default deletion is perceived to avoid unintended audiences and long-term exhibition of content, encouraging kinds of sharing rare in other social media. The closer contact network in Snapchat also encourages everyday talk and self-unconsciousness.

Note that, as Bayer et al. also did [2], we recruited college students at one university, and although several of our findings align well with theirs, it’s possible that both studies are biased by this sampling strategy. In particular, several participants remarked about differences in use between college students and teenagers; younger users may think of risks and norms differently and studying this would be an interesting avenue for future work. Second, a few participants mentioned they used Snapchat differently with close friends versus romantic partners. Looking more closely at how perceptions and norms differ based on the specifics of particular relationships would be another interesting line of future work.

DESIGNING EPHEMERALITY
Using Snapchat as a lens, our findings show how ephemerality and default deletion lead to different practices and values than most systems, which implement permanence. However, ephemerality is not new: most of our offline interactions are ephemeral. What is new is the intentional design choice of ephemerality in an era when persistence is common. By deleting messages quickly and automatically, Snapchat implements a straightforward notion of ephemerality. However, ephemerality is a nuanced concept that can be realized in many different ways. In this section we discuss three main dimensions: mechanisms for implementing ephemerality, degrees of ephemerality, and ephemerality not of content, but of articulated network ties.

Mechanisms of Ephemeral: Interfaces vs. Data
Instead of deleting data, many systems make it essentially ephemeral through aspects of their interface design. For example, the reverse chronological scrolling of Facebook newsfeed interface makes it hard to retrieve old content. In other parts of the Facebook interface, the view is less ephemeral: Graph Search and Timelines both provide more access to past data [21]. However, because the newsfeed is the primary interface element, its temporal limitation-based ephemerality encourages people to perceive data that crosses beyond recent feed as “the past” and less interesting [43]. Temporal restrictions also play a role in increasing value and specialness in Odom et al.’s digital heirlooms work [29] and Chi et al.’s memory matchstick [6].

Another natural way to implement ephemerality—one that might align well with our experiences of older physical content—would be to degrade the precision of older data. This is sometimes proposed as a privacy-preserving mechanism in the database domain [12], but is largely unexplored in user interfaces. Gulotta et al. designed a series of prototypes that presented digital data as decaying over
time, with portions fading out or being literally replaced by their constituent bits [17]. In their context of digital legacy, participants were confounded by these interfaces, wondering why they would be appropriate—but in a design context where temporary showing has value, interfaces like this that make data permanent but limited start to make more sense. Snapchat, for instance, could choose to highly blur expired snaps rather than delete them entirely. This might better support the conveyance of connection and positive emotion that make everyday talk powerful for maintaining relationships, while still being a safe platform for performative communication that minimizes long-term worry about information leakage.

We can imagine other ways to implement ephemerality. Snapchat deletes snaps after one view: what about a system “You Only Live Twice” that affords viewing content a small number of times? Would being able to preview the nature of the content, then review it once at leisure before it disappears, be helpful? Confusing? Redundant with screenshots? A more speculative idea would be to add an explicit cost for looking into the past, especially at data created by other people. Like YouTube, a system might ask people to watch a five second ad; many systems ask people to complete microtasks via captchas; a very popular business model for apps is to encourage purchases that increase one’s access or capabilities (Candy Crush, anyone?). People might use these in ways that might help systems identify more meaningful older content; they might avoid them, which would in practice increase the ephemerality of systems; or might see them as the worst of worlds, where they can’t view the past but future employers can. The point isn’t that these particular ideas are good or bad; the point is that there is a large design space to explore around exhibition interfaces [19].

Degrees of Ephemerality

Ephemerality can also be a matter of degree. In Snapchat, where ephemerality is implemented through default deletion, the range is fairly wide: person-to-person Snaps last less than 10 seconds, while snaps on stories last 24 hours. Even in the range of 1 to 10 seconds, people perceived differences: “If you’re putting a picture, don’t make it 10 seconds long. I think that’s annoying. I used to do 5 but now I’m down to 3 because even 3 seconds, that’s a long time. No one’s going to look at my picture for 3 seconds. (P25)”4. Participants also reported setting very short times for particular snaps to indicate that they were not for screenshooting.

This raises the question of what the effect of ranges of time (or rates of blur, or cost) would be. When should a message disappear in one hour, one week, one month, or one year? What does that mean to users, and what kinds of content are appropriate for which lifespans? More generally, the idea of degrees of ephemerality, or fidelity, or access, might be a better fit for the way humans actually experience memory. Associations and details fade, while recall is altered by current circumstances and psychological needs [4]. To fully explore this space, not only prototyping and user studies are needed, but also theoretical work on psychological and sociological meanings of physical versus digital belongings, as well as human memory versus digital memory.

Ephemeral Contacts and Other Spaces for Ephemerality

So far we have discussed ephemerality primarily around data, and in so doing assumed that contacts are permanent. However, in our daily life, contacts and networks are often not persistent but ephemeral, especially at the beginning. We might talk to strangers in social events like conferences, parties, and workplaces and build an acquaintance—but not interact with them until next we meet. Many people articulate these connections in networks like Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn. However, for all the reasons described earlier around exhibition, context collapse of large, diverse networks, and risks of unwanted information distribution, this can negatively affect people’s ability to communicate on these networks. Further, this can lead to unwanted or inappropriate communication: imagine that a person you meet in a conference keeps sending you pictures about what she is doing—which Facebook actually affords, but which the focus on closer relationships in Snapchat largely avoids.

One potential solution is to bound the interaction by connecting only in relevant contexts, around relevant data and issues; here, ephemerality may play a role. Imagine a context-based social networking system where a digital connection (following, friending) only exists in the current context where the connection has meaning, and disappears outside of the context. Such a design may make the interactions in the current context more salient, and help people manage their audiences in Goffman’s metaphor [15].

---

4 Snapchat recently added a “replay” feature that allows users can replay an opened snap, but only once per day per user.
Facebook Groups and Google+ Circles offer these benefits, but in a persistent way that requires user effort.

Instead, systems might automatically create ephemeral networks or ephemeral connections to networks. Location-based networks such as YikYak demonstrate the potential value of ephemeral connection to a group. The automatic creation of networks or groups specific to locations, times, or events might more effectively support people’s needs to both separate audiences and to communicate with them. For example, it might be interesting to have a “newsfeed view” of the people in a group, or at an event, to give members a glimpse into the lives of other members before, during, and perhaps after the event or task the group was created for.

Designing for contact ephemerality also raises questions of mechanism and extent. Should ephemeral contacts be deleted, de-emphasized, or hidden? When should the system do this: based on expiration time—for example, 1 day after the context is over—or based on interaction inactivity? And, as with saving meaningful content in Snapchat through screenshots, designing for ephemeral contacts should consider how to help people move ephemeral contacts to persistent, articulated ties. Some ephemeral interactions are associated with more permanent goals like relationship development, collaboration, and building social capital. For instance, a newly met acquaintance in a conference would be a potential future friend or collaborator, and we might want to save her as a permanent contact, at least at a certain point. Secondly, even in situations where networking goals are not salient initially, inadvertent but repeated interactions could be a foundation of social networking, as represented in the “everyday encounter” concept. Motorcyclists build a sense of community belonging based on traffic encounters on the road [11], and company employees tend to become online friends if they encounter each other more frequently in the workspace [41].

Thus, we argue that careful designs that help people articulate ephemeral contacts into permanent ones is important. Systems like Facebook and LinkedIn support this, but at a coarse level. What we emphasize here is designs that support the ephemeral stages that most relationships are developed from, and thus help people increase the value and reduce the problems that come from digitally articulating relationships.

**BE EPHEMERAL OR BE PERSISTENT: OWNING, GIVING, SHARING, SHOWING, AND TAKING**

So far, we have focused on the value of ephemerality, addressing why people value it and how designers might achieve it. But we don’t argue that we should all start to design for ephemerality and replace persistence as a system default. We see ephemerality as a feature, a property or a “materiality” of a system, which exists independent of users, but whether and how it works relies on its perceived utility, as seen and acted on by users. This is captured through the affordance perspective [14], which we use next to discuss theoretical implications of this tension between ephemerality and persistence that go beyond specific systems (which eventually become obsolete).

Previous research has shown that persistence affords recordability [18] and reviewability [8], which influence information sharing in an organizational context [38], the ability to pass on digital artifacts in families [29], and long-term exhibition of self on social media [19]. What does ephemerality afford in these processes? This question needs more study to have a clear answer; here we outline an ownership perspective for thinking about the role and nature of ephemerality in a given context.

In traditional media like text messages or email, the content generator is the original owner, and when she sends a message to a receiver, a digital copy is sent to the receiver’s mailbox, SMS client, or other data repository. This giving a copy of the object makes the receiver also an owner of the object [32]. In data-persistent social media like Instagram, uploading a picture creates a data access point in the system’s server. The picture uploader as the original owner shares persistent access to the object with others rather than giving them a digital copy. In this situation, it is not clear whether sharing access to the object also means giving (in Facebook, tagging a photo with someone who later accepts and puts the photo in her Timeline page is more like giving, though the original owner still has right to delete it, removing it from others’ Timelines). As long as it is visible to others, however, they can take a copy anytime without letting the original sender know (for example, taking a screenshot of a picture in Facebook does not notify the original poster).

However, the flow is different in Snapchat. Here we point out a distinction between temporary access and persistent ownership. By default snaps disappear quickly for both the sender and receiver. Therefore in the default situation, both sides will have a very short temporary access to the data and neither has persistent ownership. Instead, the sender is just showing the data to the receiver. The sender can convert her temporary access to persistent ownership by saving the snap to her mobile phone memory. The receiver can also take persistent ownership and become an owner of their own copy by screenshotting the snap, though, unlike Facebook, the sender is notified that the receiver has become an owner.

Figure 3 illustrates how system features like copying, access control, and saving afford a number of different data distribution practices: giving ownership by sending a copy, sharing by granting persistent access, showing by granting temporary access, and taking ownership by saving
accessible data. These practices have different values. For example, sharing practices in Snapchat encourage mundane communication between close relationships, provides less pressure on self-presentation, and motivates users to perform for values they described such as being funny and interesting. By highlighting sharing versus giving, temporary versus permanent, and receiver versus sender agency, Snapchat helps to both illustrate and ameliorate some of the issues Odom el al. unpack around the ownership of digital possessions [31]. Most such work around information sharing in social media focuses on the agency of the sender; Snapchat makes plain the space for receivers to take agency as well, leading to complex distributional norms around taking ownership by screenshotting. How these ideas translate to other contexts is an interesting direction for future work in both theory and design.

CONCLUSION
To summarize our findings: first, ephemerality as instantiated in Snapchat has a number of effects on communication. Default deletion of content makes it easier to share everyday, mundane talk that is valuable in the moment for maintaining relationships but not worth saving. Knowing that content disappears by default also reduces self-consciousness in communication: with less need to worry about unintended audiences and long-term exhibition of content, people are freer to “let their guard down” and share creative, funny, even self-deprecating content they would hesitate to put on other social media. The fact that content disappears makes Snapchat less useful for task-oriented talk around coordination, information sharing, and “deep” kinds of relationship talk—further cementing it as a place for informal, everyday interaction. The fact that Snapchat’s design leads to a network populated mostly with closer relationships also contributes to these findings around everyday talk and self-unconsciousness.

These effects of ephemerality persist despite the potential for screenshots, in which receivers come to own their own copy of content. This is because Snapchat notifies senders when the copy is made; such awareness supports nuanced norms around who is allowed to capture which data, and when, and leads to repair activities when norms are violated. The combination of default deletion and selective saving with notification raises a number of useful distinctions around ownership of digital content: the difference between sharing and showing information, and between senders giving and receivers taking ownership.

Finally, although default deletion is a big departure from automatic archiving, it only scratches the surface of how ephemerality might support users’ goals and interactions. Designs might vary the duration, fidelity, and cost of accessing data, modifying either the data itself or views of the data. In addition, communication content is not the only domain that might benefit from ephemerality; group memberships and interpersonal relationships, too, might productively fade over time. Building on other work around ephemerality and digital possessions, this study helps to illuminate a rich design space for people and systems to work together in sharing data to support individual, platform, and social needs.
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